This Friday afternoon seminar is dedicated to the HIMSS DIAM model, in other words the Digital Imaging Adoption Model. This seminar will include a live link to the PACS programme director at the Ministry of Health IT department and speakers from two hospitals in Saudi Arabia that have achieved level 5 and 6 of the DIAM.

During this seminar, you will learn how your organisation can take imaging diagnostics to a higher level. Examples of topics that will be discussed: exchange of data, structured reporting, clinical decision support. You will receive tips about the strategies that can take your hospital to a higher level. Jörg Studzinski, co-developer of the model, will discuss the international state of play of the DIAM and which developments can be expected in the near future.

This seminar is of interest to anyone involved in digital imaging in the hospital. Are you a clinical computer scientist, IT manager, project manager, architect, advisor, clinical physicist or radiology manager? Then register now for this unique HIMSS DIAM seminar.
HIMSS Digital Imaging Adoption Model

Programme for Friday 25 May 2018
Chairman for the day: Dr. ir. Peter van Ooijen, UMC Groningen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:30</td>
<td>Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 13:00 | Opening
Hans Mekenkamp, partner, MedicalPHIT                                     |
| 13:10 | Why should you perform a DIAM assessment?*                               |
Dr. ir. Peter van Ooijen, UHD Medical Imaging Informatics, Radiology department, UMCG |
| 13:25 | Results from DIAM assessments and latest model developments             |
Jörg Studzinski, director Research and Advisory Services, HIMSS Europe - HIMSS Analytics |
| 13:40 | What is the current status: DIAM in Erasmus MC and St. Jansdal*          |
David de Vries, Technology manager, Erasmus MC and Jeanette Meedendorp-van Sloten, head of Radiology, St. Jansdal |
| 14:15 | Tea                                                                      |
| 14:45 | Structured reporting; tips, tricks and challenges*                       |
Drs. Ronald van Rheenen, nuclear medicine specialist, Medical Imaging Center, UMCG |

* this lecture will be in dutch

15:05 | Experiences with the ESR iGuide: clinical decision support for requesting physicians* |
Marcel Wassink, general manager, NDSC Europe GmbH |

15:25 | Nation wide health care information exchange: Proton therapy case*           |
Leendert Nooitgedagt, programme manager XDS, GERRIT Foundation |

15:45 | Presentation and interview: DIAM and the journey challenges for better Radiology work & QA session |
Monief Eid, PACS programme director, Ministry of Health- ICT , Saudi Arabia. Co-speakers: Mohamed Al Omair, PACS manager, Security Forces Hospital and Mosa Al Motairi, clinical director, National Guard Health Services, Saudi Arabia |

16:30 | Summary
MedicalPHIT |

About MedicalPHIT
MedicalPHIT is an independent consultancy firm in the field of IT in Healthcare, focusing on interoperability. MedicalPHIT advises and guides hospitals and other organisations in Healthcare from A to Z in optimising the healthcare process through the use of innovative IT solutions: from preparing the choice of supplier through to the implementation. In-depth, up-to-date knowledge about digitalisation and a talent for organisation guarantee a successful project. Your organisation will be ready to work in a new digital work environment within the set time frame and within budget. We are experts in information exchange between systems, specialised in international standards for: registration at the source, quality registrations and public health, PACS, imaging, VNA and Business Intelligence (healthcare analytics).

The PHIT Academy provides training and conferences in the field of IT in the healthcare sector. A wide range of training courses explains the different standards and the practical application thereof. PHIT Academy provides introduction courses but also advanced courses for IT specialists. PHIT Academy’s courses are suitable for users such as hospitals and care providers, but definitively also for modality and IT system vendors. The diverse target group ensures there are interesting discussions during the meetings. The goal of the training courses is, therefore, not just learning but also sharing information and experiences and connecting demand with supply. The motto of PHIT Academy is therefore: Learn, Share & Connect.

Registration
You can register via our website www.phit.nl or by sending us an e-mail with your details. Following receipt of your registration, we will send you an e-mail with further information and the invoice will be sent by regular mail. Registrations take place in the order that they are received. Participation costs €195 (excl. VAT) and includes lunch, coffee/tea and a digital conference folder.

Conference location
Events location Inn Style
Herenweg 55
3602 AN Maarssen

For information about MedicalPHIT and for registration, please visit www.phit.nl